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Abstract—The operation of the electricity delivery infrastruc-
ture is environmentally driven and vulnerable to a wide range
of high-impact low-probability (HILP) hazards. Among different
classes of HILP disasters, earthquakes are one of the most un-
predictable hazards which may lead to widespread disruptions
of mission-critical services and infrastructures. This article intro-
duces a comprehensive framework for modeling and characteriza-
tion of seismic hazards, vulnerability assessment of electric systems
to the earthquake, and corrective actions and mitigation strategies
ensuring operational resilience. The Monte Carlo simulation is
employed to produce a realistically large set of possible earthquake
scenarios to capture the stochastic nature of seismic hazards. An
inclusive approach is then introduced based on the fundamental
principles of fragility curves to assess the vulnerability of power
generation facilities in the face of HILP earthquakes. A new seismic
risk metric is suggested that takes into account both hazard and
vulnerability probabilities, as well as the financial consequences
due to postquake disruptions in power generation stations. Along
with the generation redispatch strategy as a conventional mitigation
solution following a nontrivial contingency, a new mitigation strat-
egy centered on corrective network topology control is formulated
to maximize the load outage recovery following HILP disruptions.
The proposed decision support tool enables a swift restoration and
improved resilience in dealing with the aftermath of the HILP
earthquakes. Efficacy of the proposed framework is numerically
analyzed and verified on both the IEEE 57-bus and IEEE 118-bus
test systems.

Index Terms—Corrective topology control (CTC), decision-
making, earthquake, high-impact low-probability (HILP),
mitigation, resilience, risk, vulnerability.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Problem Statement and Research Motivation

EXTREME natural disaster events, such as floods, wind-
storms, tsunamis, and earthquakes, have caused catas-

trophic damages on the power energy delivery infrastructure [1].
According to [2], 58% of all the U.S. grid outages in the 10-year
time interval of 2003–2012 are driven by the weather-caused
high-impact low-probability (HILP) events resulting in an es-
timated $18–33 billion annual loss. Among different HILP
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disasters, earthquakes are one of the most unpredictable and
disastrous hazards [3], which may lead to widespread disruptions
in electrical power grid and its critical infrastructure. On January
17, 1994 the Northridge earthquake struck the city of Los
Angeles and surrounding areas resulting in 2.5 million cus-
tomers out of power [4]. The Great Hanshin earthquake occurred
a year later, affecting the city of Kobe, Japan. Twenty fossil-
fired power generation units, six 275-kV substations, and two
154-kV substations were damaged resulting in approximately
2.6 million customers affected by electricity outages [5]. On
October 17, 1989, the Loma Prieta earthquake in the greater
San Francisco Bay Area in California caused 63 deaths, 3757
injuries, and $6 billion in property damage [6]. Nearly 2 million
customers were disconnected immediately from the Los Angeles
power network following the 1994 Northridge earthquake; the
estimated economic loss due to the Northridge earthquake was
exceeding $49 billion [7]. On May 18, 2008, the Wenchuan
earthquake caused extensive damage to the local power trans-
mission and distribution systems in Sinchuan province, China,
where approximately 900 substations and 270 transmission lines
of the State Power Grid were damaged. It has been estimated that
at least 90% of the damage could have been avoided by adopting
new guidelines for seismic design, planning, and adaptation [8].
Approximately 90% of Chileans did not have electricity immedi-
ately following the 8.8 (MW ) earthquake on February 27, 2010.
The event caused the largest power transmission company in
Chile to have direct losses of approximately $6.5 billion [9]. The
devastating Tohoku Chiho Taiheiyo-Oki earthquake on March
11, 2011 and its aftershocks damaged 14 power plants, 70
transformers, and 42 transmission towers, among other fail-
ures. The outage stemming from the event affected 4.6 million
residents and the April 7 aftershock affected an additional 4
million [10]. Recently, on November 30, 2018, a magnitude 7
earthquake rocked southern Alaska resulting in downed power
lines, collapsed roads, and fleeing population [11].

The power grid is a complex, interconnected network of
technologies in generation, transmission, distribution, control,
and communications that are decentralized across a wide range
of geographical regions and are, therefore, widely exposed
to external threats. Traditionally, power systems planning and
operation paradigms were driven by known reliability metrics
and evaluation strategies. However, it has become more appar-
ent over the past years that further considerations beyond the
classical reliability view are required to keep the lights on at
all times. As the frequency of catastrophic HILP-caused power
grid outages has been significantly trending higher in recent
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years [12], planning solutions in preparation for, decisions in
adaptation to, and mitigation, i.e., swift response and recovery,
in the face of seismic disasters has been sensed as an urgent
need [3].

B. Literature Survey

There are several studies in the literature which have focused
on the impacts of seismic hazards on the electric power systems.
Different upgrading strategies were introduced in [13] using a
new quantitative index to decide on vulnerable nodes under dif-
ferent seismic scenarios. The criticality of electric components
was evaluated in [14] using the resistance index of electric equip-
ment during various earthquake conditions in Japan. In [15], a
risk-based seismic model is proposed—a suite of earthquake
scenarios and a set of consequential scenarios for each earth-
quake condition are defined to optimize the capacity expansion
of transmission and generation sectors. In [16] and [17], a
seismic vulnerability assessment using the network hierarchical
decomposition is employed and tested on the IEEE 118-bus test
system which was stressed by uniformly and spatially distributed
earthquake scenarios. In [18], the authors study the vulnerability
of the interdependent European gas and electricity transmission
networks using a GIS-based probabilistic reliability model in
which the network fragility curves in terms of different perfor-
mance measures are evaluated. A framework for seismic risk as-
sessment in electric power systems was proposed in [19], where
seismic hazard is modeled using a probabilistically weighted
hazard scenario approach. A set of earthquake scenarios with
corresponding occurrence probabilities is considered in order
to assess the accessibility of electric components following an
earthquake. A framework was proposed in [20] to assess the
system resilience in terms of energy not supplied and energy
index of unreliability following an earthquake; three adapta-
tion measures (e.g., robustness, redundancy, responsiveness)
are evaluated for the northern Chilean electric power system.
Similarly, the authors in [21] generated multiple earthquake
scenarios using Monte Carlo simulations (MCS) to sample the
earthquake magnitude and locations. A ground motion predic-
tion is utilized to sample peak ground acceleration (PGA) at
the site of each component. In [22], seismic electric power
system models are developed by identifying the possibility of
sequential failures of substations. The authors in [23] collected
a large damage dataset to develop fragility curves for a wide
range of electric equipment. In [24], the seismic performance of
electric power systems in the city of Los Angeles is evaluated
by applying historic seismic events (e.g., 1971 San Fernando
and 1994 Northridge earthquakes) to electric components and
assessing the loss of connectivity index using fragility curves.
Similarly, [25] evaluated the degradation performance of the Los
Angeles Department of Water and Power’s (LADWP’s) electric
power system using 47 earthquake scenarios to develop the risk
curves for the LADWP’s power transmission system. In [26],
the sequential failures of transmission network under severe
earthquakes are identified by considering multiple earthquake
scenarios representing the Los Angeles area seismic hazard.
In [27] and [28], the seismic performance and vulnerability of

the electrical power system in San Francisco Bay area following
the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake is evaluated by assessing the
network power imbalances due to postquake disconnection of
substations. The loss of connectivity between substations, the
failure probability of substations and transformers, and system-
wide power imbalances are evaluated in [29] considering a
sample earthquake scenario with moment magnitude equal to
7.5. Seismic fragility curves of high-voltage transmission towers
in South Korea were developed centered on the limit states that
are defined based on the assumption of linear elastic behavior
of power towers and a set of 20 recorded ground motions in
South Korea [30]. The authors in [31] presented an algorithm to
evaluate the serviceability of water distribution systems follow-
ing a scenario-based earthquake characterization considering the
dependence of water availability on the serviceability of electric
power systems. The seismic vulnerability of an interconnected
water and power system was evaluated in [31] demonstrating
the importance of taking infrastructure interactions into ac-
count. Likewise, a framework to capture the interdependence
among different sectors, such as electric power, water distri-
bution, transportation, and telecommunication infrastructures,
was proposed utilizing the conditional probabilities of failures
following a seismic hazard [32]. In [33], an optimal mitigation
strategy to address seismic risks in the Central United States
was investigated considering a suite of earthquake scenarios
that nearly replicate the exceeding curves for PGA as measured
at 81 control locations across the New Madrid Seismic Zone
(NMSZ). Similarly, a computationally effective procedure for
transmission and generation expansion planning decisions was
proposed in [33] to optimize the seismic mitigation strategies in
large-scale power systems.

Despite a vast majority of research focusing on planning
and operation strategies in response to seismic hazards, there
still remain several challenging concerns neither solved nor
effectively responded—how does earthquake energy propagate
through the ways that seismic waves pass; how is the earthquake
energy attenuated and which parameters affect the earthquake
energy attenuation; how can the earthquake energy parameters
(e.g., PGA) at the location of power equipment (e.g., power
generating units) be assessed; how can the earthquake energy
be quantified in terms of fragility curves of the equipment and
consequently, how can the impact of seismic shocks be assessed
in terms of different probability damage states following an
earthquake.

C. Research Contributions

The main contributions of this article are highlighted as
follows.

1) Seismic Hazard Modeling and Impact Characterization on
Power Generation Facilities: We develop a model that system-
atically captures the effects of earthquakes on power generation
systems by considering realistically large sets of scenarios gener-
ated via MCS to include the stochastic nature of ground motions.
We then illustrate how the seismic forces can be quantified using
an analytical attenuation relationship (AR). Numerical models
centered on the concept of fragility curves are developed to
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Fig. 1. Proposed framework for seismic-resilient power grids—overall
architecture.

assess different damage state probabilities following an HILP
earthquake hazard.

2) Seismic Hazard Mitigation Through Corrective Network
Topology Control: Instead of positioning the grid operator in
a reactive mode in response to seismic outages, a decision-
making support tool is suggested that provides the operators
with different restoration strategies to mitigate the impacts of
seismic hazards across the network. In this context, the proposed
optimization engine suggests power network reconfiguration
using transmission line switching (TLS) actions, i.e., removing
lines out of service, hence, modifying the network topology and
the way electricity flows in the grid. The suggested approach is
a temporary corrective solution, employing the network existing
infrastructure with minimum additional costs, to swiftly recover
the electricity outages.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
presents an overview of the proposed three-stage framework.
Section III elaborates the extensive numerical analysis of the
proposed framework applied to two different test case systems:
1) the IEEE 118-bus test system and 2) the IEEE 57-bus test
system. Section IV concludes this article.

II. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK: BIG PICTURE

Fig. 1 presents an overall structure of the proposed three-stage
framework for realizing a seismic-resilient bulk power grid.
The framework is centered on the HILP earthquake hazard
characterization, seismic vulnerability assessment models, and
seismic mitigation strategies, details on which are provided in
the following.

Fig. 2. 2018 MMI hazard map of USA showing estimate of earthquake shaking
for (a) 50% probability of exceedance (PE) in 50 years (likely), (b) 10% PE in
50 years (infrequent), and (c) 2% PE in 50 years (rare) [34].

A. Seismic Hazard Characterization

The first step to model an HILP seismic hazard is to identify
the geological risks in a vast area of interest; seismic hazard
maps are developed to illuminate areas that are affected or
vulnerable to a particular natural hazard, such as earthquake
ground motion, landslides, liquefaction, etc. Particularly, the
earthquake-mapped hazard refers to an estimate of the probabil-
ity of exceeding a certain amount of ground shaking or ground
motion, in 50 years. For instance, Fig. 2 expresses the 2018
modified Mercalli intensity (MMI) hazard map of the United
States reflected through the estimates of earthquake hazards
surpassing different probability of exceeding (PE) levels in
50 years [34]. As one can see, a seismic hazard depends on
the magnitudes and locations of likely earthquakes, how often
they occur, and the properties of the rocks and sediments that the
earthquake waves travel through. The most common criterion to
determine the range of a ground motion is the horizontal PGA,
which is defined as the largest absolute value of acceleration
determined for a given component. Horizontal acceleration is
typically employed to define the ground motion properties due
to its inherent relationship with inertia forces. In fact, the largest
dynamic forces occurring on a structure are closely related to
PGA. Since the earthquake energy propagation and attenuation
are highly dependent on the properties of the soils that the earth-
quake passes through, the earthquake intensity parameters (e.g.,
PGA) should be evaluated at the location of power generation
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Fig. 3. Illustration of seismic wave propagation, the hypo-center of an
earthquake, and distance between the test case location, and the earthquake’s
epicenter.

facilities through an analytical AR, quantified based on several
probabilistic derivations. According to Fig. 3, the reduction in
peak ground motion (e.g., acceleration) with distance from the
epicenter (R) for an earthquake with a given magnitude (M ) is
illustrated and can be quantified based on a suitable analytical
AR. Several factors affect the attenuation relationship which are
as follows [35]:

1) source specifications, magnitude, fault mechanism, and
distance from the seismic source;

2) the direction of wave propagation, reflection, refraction,
and energy absorption due to the properties of the material
the seismic waves pass through;

3) the geology and topography effects of the site.
According to [36], a general formulation to quantify AR is

introduced as follows:

ln(Ψ) = ν + f1(M) + f2(R) + f3(Z) + ε (1)

where Ψ is the strong ground motion parameter and is directly
related to the magnitude M and inversely related to the distance
R. The coefficients corresponding to these relationships can be
obtained empirically through statistical methods over accelero-
grams. ν is a constant, ε is a random error with mean value of
zero and standard deviation of σ representing the presence of
uncertainty in Ψ. Other parameters such as site conditions, fault
mechanism, sediment thickness, etc., can be mathematically
modeled in a general form of f3(Z).

The main challenge in seismic hazard mitigation is originated
from the fact that an HILP earthquake cannot be accurately
predicted. As demonstrated in Fig. 4, the MCS technique is
employed in this article in order to capture the uncertain-
ties regarding the stochastic occurrence of earthquakes. The
MCS technique enables the generation of a huge database with
many possible earthquake scenarios. Earthquake characteris-
tics (e.g., magnitude, epicenter distance, soil type) are first
defined through the analytical AR. A huge set of earthquake
scenarios is next generated—including slight to severe hazard
scenarios—to quantify the PGA values at the location of power

system generation facilities (e.g., conventional power generating
units).

B. Seismic Vulnerability Assessment Model

In order to evaluate the seismic vulnerability of power equip-
ment, a set of damage states are introduced, highlighting the fact
that different structures respond differently to earthquakes and,
as a result, different damage states with different probabilities
are defined based on the fundamental principles of the fragility
curves. Fragility curves are statistical tools representing the
probability of exceeding a given damage state (or performance)
as a function of an engineering demand parameter that represents
the ground motion (preferably spectral displacement at a given
frequency). Generally, fragility curves are obtained through
different methods [37] as follows.

1) Expert judgment—the oldest and simplest approach to
compute the fragility curves based on the earthquake
engineers’ experience, where the accuracy of the re-
sults is highly dependent on the experience of the ex-
perts and the number of expert consultants. This method
is subject to a significant uncertainty and may be less
accurate.

2) Empirical method—centered on the earthquake historical
catalogues. A very dense network of ground motion data
records is required to reduce the uncertainty in the empir-
ical fragility curves.

3) Analytical method—the most popular in developing seis-
mic vulnerability curves of different structures. This ap-
proach is realized through analysis of simulations and
historical data on the structural models and encapsulates
both real and/or synthetic ground motions [38].

4) Hybrid method—fragility curves are derived by synergis-
tically combining the features of both experimental and
analytical methods [39].

The damage functions for power system equipment are char-
acterized in the form of log-normal fragility curves correlating
the probability of being in or exceeding a damage state for a
given seismic parameter. According to [40], each fragility curve
is characterized by a median and log-normal standard deviation
(σ) of the PGA parameter, which corresponds to the damage state
thresholds and associated variability. The probability of residing
in or exceeding a state of structural damage (ϑ) is described as
follows:

P [ϑ|Sd] = Φ

[
1

σϑ
ln

(
Sd

Sd,ϑ

)]
(2)

where Sd is the spectral displacement; Sd,ϑ is its median value;
σϑ is the standard deviation corresponding to the natural loga-
rithm of the spectral displacement at which a structure reaches
the damage state threshold; and Φ is the standard cumulative
normal distribution function.

In order to quantitatively assess the impact of a seismic shock
on power generation facilities with a given horizontal PGA
(ρ), the probability associated with different states of structural
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Fig. 4. Flowchart of the employed MCS procedure.

Fig. 5. Different fragility curves for power generation facilities.

damage should be quantified. In this article, fragility curves for
conventional power generating units are defined corresponding
to five states of damage, which, respectively, are:

1) no damage;
2) slight damage;

3) moderate damage;
4) extensive damage;
5) complete damage.
Different fragility curves are demonstrated in Fig. 5. The

probability corresponding to each state of damage following a
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TABLE I
OVERVIEW OF AN HILP EARTHQUAKE’S IMPACTS ON POWER GENERATION FACILITIES

seismic hazard is evaluated as follows:

PC = P (C|ρ) (3)

PE = P [E|ρ]− P [C|ρ] (4)

PM = P [M |ρ]− P [E|ρ] (5)

PSl = P [Sl|ρ]− P [M |ρ] (6)

PN = 1− P [Sl|ρ] (7)

where N,Sl,M,E, and C, respectively, stand for none, slight,
moderate, extensive, and complete damage states of a grid ele-
ment following an HILP earthquake. The cumulative probability
of each damage state is evaluated directly based on different
fragility curves [41], while the individual probability of each
state of damage is assessed using (4)–(7). Different power
generation facilities may be affected differently by an HILP
earthquake depending on the geographical location and vicinity
to the earthquake’s epicenter. Hence, generating units may be
on different operational availability modes following an HILP
earthquake. For instance, according to Table I, if the power
generating unit undergoes an extensive and complete operational
damage state, it will be out of service following the hazard.
Likewise, if the generating unit enters the moderate damage
state, it is assumed that the power generating unit will lose
50% of its operational functionality (capacity), i.e., a derated
operating state. The none and slight damage states may cause
slight damages, the impacts of which, on the power generating
unit, can be ignored [42].

C. Seismic Mitigation Strategy

1) Seismic Hazard Risk Metric for Power Generation Sys-
tems: A general risk metric that encapsulates the hazard
probability, vulnerability, and consequences is proposed as fol-
lows [43]:

Rt
sys =

∑
k∈K

⎛
⎝∑

q∈Q

(
P t
k[Γq|T ].Ct

k(Γq)
)
⎞
⎠ (8)

where Rt
sys is the spatiotemporal state of risk for power gen-

eration equipment at time t; P t
k[Γq|T ] is the vulnerability, i.e.,

the probability of an abnormal condition Γq in the system or
component performance in the face of hazardous condition k
with the threat intensity T at time t; and Ct

k(Γq) is the worth
of loss, i.e., an estimate of the consequential losses due to the
hazardous condition k. In this article, wherever “.” is used
in the equations, it means multiplication. The proposed risk
measure can be defined as a stochastic process referenced in time

and space

Rt
sys(x, t) =

∑
k∈K

⎛
⎝∑

q∈Q

(
P t
k[Γq(x, t)|T (x, t)].Ct

k(Γq(x, t))
)
⎞
⎠

(9)
where x represents the spatial parameter (longitude and latitude)
and t reflects the temporal parameter obtained via timing sensors
(e.g., GPS). K and Q in (8) and (9) represent, respectively, the
set of extreme weather conditions k and the set of components
q of the system which are subjected to the extreme weather
condition k.

The vulnerability in the proposed risk model reflects the prob-
ability that a seismic hazardous condition will cause an event
or undesirable state in the electricity grid. Such disorders may
include the shortage in generation capacity (i.e., a compromised
generation adequacy) and efficiency of the electricity generation
systems.

In the face of a severe seismic hazard, the expected impacts on
the grid operation, in terms of economic loss, could be quantified
as consequence. The consequences can be different depending
on whether there is a load curtailment in the system due the HILP
earthquake. If the earthquake does not result in an electricity
outage (Θ= 0), the imposed cost includes the maintenance costs
and the redispatch costs of the available power generating units.
In case of a postquake electricity outage (Θ = 1), the imposed
cost depends on the maintenance costs, electricity outage costs,
and economic impact of operation adjustments (generation re-
dispatch) in mitigation of the power grid violations, all together
are aggregated and quantified as the economic consequences.
The total imposed costs corresponding to the failure or partial
loss of generation in generating unit q at time t, represented as
Ct

k(Γq), is quantified as follows:

Ct
k(Γq) =

{
Ct

M,q +
∑

ω∈Ω(C
t
LR,q + Ct

IC,q), if Θ = 1

Ct
M,q + Ct

RD,q, if Θ = 0

(10)
where the first term Ct

M,q is the fixed cost corresponding to the
corrective maintenance actions to fix the damaged equipment.
This cost includes the replacement cost of the equipment, the
cost of labor, and the cost of maintenance tools and materials.
When there is no load outage in the system, Θ = 0, the second
term (variable cost) includes the generation redispatch costs,
Ct

RD,q = Δ
∑

g∈G cgPg, to meet the demanded loads. Other-
wise, Θ = 1 and the second term (variable cost) includes the
lost revenue costs Ct

LR,q imposed to the electric utility and the
interruption costs Ct

IC,q imposed to the interrupted customers.
The former cost function highlights the utility’s lost revenue due
to its inability to sell power during the replacement or corrective
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maintenance interval and can be quantified as follows [44]:

Ct
LR,q =

∑
ω∈Ω

(
χt
ω.EENSt

ω,q

)
(11)

whereχt
ω is the electricity price ($/MWh) at load point ω at time

t; EENSt
ω,q is the expected energy not supplied (MWh) at load

point ω due to failure of equipment q at time t. Here, the EENS
index of reliability is calculated through the probabilistic state
enumeration method [44] by solving the following optimization
problem (12) subject to a set of constraints in (13)–(28):

min
h∈H

∑
ω∈Ω

(
ILt

ω,h = P t
ω − P t,supplied

ω,h

)
(12)

Pn
g −

∑
m

VnVm(Gnm cos δnm +Bnm sin δnm)

− Pn
ω = 0 ∀n (13)

Qn
g −

∑
m

VnVm(Gnm sin δnm −Bnm cos δnm)

−Qn
ω = 0 ∀n (14)

Pjnm = VnVm(Gnm cos δnm +Bnm sin δnm)

−GnmV 2
n ∀j (15)

Qjnm = VnVm(Gnm cos δnm −Bnm sin δnm)

+ V 2
n (Bnm − bshnm) ∀j (16)

P 2
jnm +Q2

jnm ≤ (Smax
j )2 ∀j (17)

δmin
n ≤ δn ≤ δmax

n ∀n ∈ N (18)

V min
n ≤ Vn ≤ V max

n ∀n ∈ N (19)

(P t
g − rdn,tg )ζtg ≤ P t

g ≤ (P t
g + rup,tg )ζtg ∀g ∈ G (20)

Qmin
g ζtg ≤ Qt

g ≤ Qmax
g ζtg ∀g ∈ G (21)

0 ≤ rtg ≤ min
(
rmax
g ,Δg

) ∀g ∈ G (22)

0 ≤ rdn,tg ≤ min
(
rdn,max
g ,Δdn

g

) ∀g ∈ G

(23)

P t
g + rtg ≤ Pmax

g ∀g ∈ G (24)

Pmin
g ≤ P t

g − rdn,tg ∀g ∈ G (25)∑
g∈G

rup,tg ≥ Rup,t
z ∀z ∈ Z (26)

∑
g∈G

rdn,tg ≥ Rdn,t
z ∀z ∈ Z (27)

0 ≤ ILn,t
ω,h ≤ Pn,t

ω ∀n ∈ N ∀h ∈ H (28)

where h and H are, respectively, the contingency state and the
set of all contingency states; ω and Ω are the load points and the
set of all load points, and t reflects the time. Here, up to the third
order of system contingencies are taken into account to evaluate
the system reliability performance following the HILP incident.
At each contingency state, the optimization problem in (12) tries

to minimize the total curtailed load (ILt
ω,h). As it can be seen

in (12), the load outage at each load point is assessed by taking
the difference between the actual demand (P t

ω) and the supplied
load (P t,supplied

ω,h ) following the contingency event. Equations (13)
and (14) represent two sets sets of nonlinear nodal active and
reactive power balance constraints where Pn

g and Qn
g are the net

active and reactive power injected (generated) at bus n, Gnm

is the real part of the elements in the bus admittance matrix
YBus corresponding to the nth row and mth column, Bnm is the
imaginary part of the elements in the bus admittance matrix YBus

corresponding to the nth row andmth column, Vn and Vm are the
voltage at bus n and bus m, δnm is the difference in the voltage
angle between bus n and bus m, and Pn

d and Qn
d are the real and

reactive demanded load at bus n. Pjnm and Qjnm in constraints
(15) and (16) represent active and reactive power flow limits
at a branch from bus n in the direction toward bus m; j is is
the branch which connects bus n to bus m, and bshnm represents
the shunt susceptance of the line connecting bus n to bus m. The
inequality constraints (17) limit the active and reactive power
flow corresponding to the from and to ends of each transmission
line j to the apparent power flow Smax

j . Constraints (18) and
(19) reflect the upper and lower bounds of bus voltage angle
δn and bus voltage magnitude Vn for each node (bus) n in the
system. Supply constraints are presented in (20) and (21), which
enforce the output of generating unit g within the set of all
generating units G to be zero if it gets disconnected from the
network at time t. If a generating unit g is available, the change
in its active and reactive power output (P t

g , Q
t
g) is limited to

the predetermined margins. Disconnection of generating units
is modeled through a vector of binary variables ζtg , with 1
denoting the availability of components and 0 otherwise. rdn,tg

and rup,tg reflect the downward and upward reserve rate of each
generating unit. Constraints (22) reflect that the reserve rate (rtg)
for each generating unit must be positive and limited above by
a reserve offer quantity (rmax

g ) as well as the physical ramp rate
(Δg) of the generating unit g. Similarly, constraint (23) states
that the downward reserve rate must be positive and capped
with a downward reserve offer quantity (rdn,max

g ) as well as the
downward physical ramp rate of the generating unit (Δdn

g ). Con-
straints (24) and (25) enforce that the total amount of generated
power in each generating unit g at time t (P t

g ) plus the reserve
rate of the generating unit (rtg) does not exceed its maximum
capacity (Pmax

g ) and likewise, the total amount of generated
power minus downward reserve of the generating unit (rdn,tg )
is always higher than its minimum capacity (Pmin

g ). Constraints
(26) and (27) ensure that enough upward and downward capacity
at time t (Rup,t

z , Rdn,t
z ) is procured by all system generating units

according to the reserve requirements in each region (z). Finally,
constraint (28) ensures that the interrupted load in bus n at time
t following a contingency state h (i.e., ILn,t

ω,h) is less than the
total demand at bus n (Pn,t

ω ).
Probability and duration of each contingency state h are

evaluated in (29) and (30) by employing the availability of
online components (y) and unavailability of the failed ones
(x) [44]; in particular, πt

h is obtained in (29) by multiplying
the availability of online components and unavailability of the
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failed components in a contingency state h and τ th is calculated
in (30) using the failure rates of online equipment and repair
rates of the failed equipment in a given contingency state. In all
the abovementioned calculations, the common two-state Markov
model for each system component is considered [44], [45]

πt
h =

∏
x∈Λx

ϑx

(ςx + ϑx)
×
∏
y∈Λy

ςy
(ςy + ϑy)

(29)

τ th =

⎛
⎝∑

x∈X
ςx +

∑
y∈Y

ϑy

⎞
⎠

−1

∀h ∈ H (30)

where ϑ and ς are the failure rate and repair rate of equipment.
The EENS index of reliability is calculated as follows:

EENSt
ω,q =

∑
h∈H

πt
h.τ

t
h.IL

t
ω,h ∀ω ∈ Ω (31)

where EENSt
ω,q is the expected energy not supplied at load point

ω due to failure of equipment q at time t.
The third variable term in the cost function (10) highlights the

customer interruption costs due to an electricity outage event h
at time t which is calculated as [45]

Ct
IC,q =

∑
ω∈Ω

EENSt
ω,q.VOLLω (32)

where VOLL is the value of the lost load and represents the unit
interruption cost for various customer sectors at a given load
point. VOLL is directly correlated to the outage duration and is
determined through historical data and customer surveys [45].

2) Network Corrective Topology Control (CTC): As the elec-
tric grid keeps being exposed and vulnerable to HILP hazards,
research on enhancing its resilience in the face of highly uncer-
tain difficult-to-manage disasters has been conducted over the
past few years [43], [46], [47]. Enhancing the grid structural
resilience is primarily focused toward deployment of the “hard-
ening” plans through reinforcement, preventive maintenance
of the critical assets, vegetation management, efficient alloca-
tion of flexible energy resources (e.g., energy storage units),
etc. [41]. The grid operational resilience is targeted through fast
emergency response and remedial actions, defensive islanding,
operation and control of the microgrids, etc. While the strategies
above can be individually or collectively approached, we are
utilizing the network corrective topology switching to mitigate
the HILP-engendered risks across the grid.

Following a contingency that results in local or widespread
electricity outages, a general accepted strategy in the electric sec-
tor is redispatching the system available generating units in order
to maximize the load outage recovery. Although this strategy
can help the power system operators to recover a considerable
portion of the load outage, there still may remain some loads
in the disconnected network which cannot be solely recovered
by redispatching the available power generating units. We refer
to such events as “nontrivial” contingencies. Complementing
the redispatch strategy, CTC is an efficient approach which
adds another layer of fast and efficient control and provides
power system operators with a promising restoration solution
to recover load outages following a contingency. Harnessing

the built-in flexibility of the network topology by temporarily
removing lines from service [12], [43], [48], the CTC is practiced
through TLS actions, offering a greater control on the flow of
power and the way electricity flows in the network. By relying
on the existing infrastructure and available generation resources
with minimum additional costs, the proposed framework aims
at safeguarding the grid by quickly and iteratively recovering
from the consequences of HILP earthquakes (e.g., outages,
congestions, grid violations, etc.).

If an HILP seismic event hits the bulk power system and
consequently, leading to some load outages, the following CTC
optimization would be called in advance to mitigate the risks:

max

(
�Ġ∪K̇ −

∑
∀n∈N

un

)
(33)

subject to:

θmin ≤ θn − θm ≤ θmax ∀k(m,n) ∈ K (34)∑
∀k(n,..)

Pk −
∑

∀k(..,n)
Pk +

∑
∀g(n)

Pg = Pn
ω − un ∀n ∈ N

(35)

Pmin
k (1− ℘k) ≤ Pk ≤ Pmax

k (1− ℘k) ∀k ∈ K̂ (36)

Bk(θn − θm)− Pk + ℘k.ηk ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K̂ (37)

Bk(θn − θm)− Pk − ℘k.ηk ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ K̂ (38)

Pmin
k .℘k ≤ Pk ≤ Pmax

k .℘k ∀k ∈ K̄ (39)

Bk(θn − θm)− Pk + (1− ℘k).ηk ≥ 0 ∀k ∈ K̄ (40)

Bk(θn − θm)− Pk − (1− ℘k).ηk ≤ 0 ∀k ∈ K̄ (41)

max{Pmin
g , Pg − τrg} ≤ Pg

≤ min{Pmax
g , Pg + τrg} ∀g ∈ G\Ġ (42)

0 ≤ un ≤ Pn
ω ∀n ∈ N (43)

Pk = 0 ∀k ∈ K̇ (44)

Pg = 0 ∀g ∈ Ġ (45)∑
∀k∈K\K̇

℘k = γ (46)

℘k ∈ {0, 1} ∀k ∈ K\K̇. (47)

The above optimization model is a mixed integer linear pro-
gramming problem formulated based on the DC optimal power
flow (DCOPF) formulation. The primary decision variables in
the above optimization formulation are ℘k and un, where ℘k

determines the switching action on transmission line k (0: no
switch; 1:switch) and un denotes the unfulfilled demand at bus
n in case of a contingency. The objective function (33) is to
maximize the load outage recovery (�) corresponding to the
seismic event contingency set Ġ ∪ K̇ (which includes outage of
transmission lines and generating units). The algorithm followed
to solve the optimization model is a binary switching tree (BST)
that iteratively finds the best line to switch and the optimal
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Fig. 6. IEEE 118-bus test system studied, including four seismic zones.

time-constrained generator redispatch until either the entire
system demand is satisfied or a prespecified stopping criterion
is met. As a result, it provides multiple switching operations and
corresponding redispatch actions to iteratively improve the load
outage recovery and enhance the system operational resilience.
Additional details on the BST algorithm employed to solve this
optimization problem can be found in [12]. Constraint (34) sets
the angle difference range of the adjacent buses where k(m,n)
indicates the transmission line k which connects node (bus) m
to node n. The node balance constraints with modifications to
account for partial demand fulfillment at each bus are presented
in (35) where

∑
∀k(n,..) Pk is the net power flow through trans-

mission line k which comes from noden,
∑

∀k(...,n) Pk indicates
the net power flow through transmission line k which goes to
node n,

∑
∀g(n) Pg is the total generated power at node n, Pn

ω is
the demand at bus n, and un indicates the unfulfilled demand at
busn. This constraint ensures a power balance at each node in the
system at all times (i.e., the sum over all the incoming power to a
node is equal to the sum of all outgoing power from that node).
Constraints (36) and (39) set the capacity limits of in-service
(k ∈ K̂) and out-of-service (k ∈ K) transmission lines, while
constraints (37), (38), (40), and (41) determine the power flow
through the transmission lines. Note that ηk is a big value for line

TABLE II
COEFFICIENTS OF THE APPLIED AR MODEL

k. The redispatch constraints for the online generating units are
characterized in (42), where Pg denotes the generator dispatch.
Constraints (43) set the bounds for unmet demand variable un at
each bus, limited above by the total demanded electricity at that
substation. The line and generating unit outages are reflected in
constraints (44) and (45), respectively. Constraints (46) and (47)
are devised, in addition to several other considerations, to be able
to generate several topology control solutions per event (outage
scenario) that would further improve the objective function, if
subsequently implemented in the form of a sequence. The benefit
(the amount of load outage recovery) achieved via the developed
optimization model is attributed to both switching actions and
the 10-min generation redispatch [12]. Note that γ in constraint
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Fig. 7. Evaluated PGA at the location of the largest power generating unit in each seismic zone in Test Case 1 considering earthquake scenarios generated by
MCS: (a) g1 in Zone 1; (b) g12 in Zone 2; (c) g13 in Zone 3; and (d) g17 in Zone 4.

(46) denotes the maximum number of switchable transmission
lines.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Test Case I: IEEE 118-Bus Test System

1) Test System Description: The proposed framework is ap-
plied on the IEEE 118-bus test system which contains 118
buses (substations), 186 transmission lines, 19 conventional
generating units with a total capacity of 5859.2 MW, and 99 load
buses with a total demand power of 4519 MW [49], [50]. All
simulations have been performed on a laptop with a 3.40-GHz
Intel Core i7-2620 processor and 8 GB of RAM using CPLEX
12.6.1 optimization package [51].

2) Seismic Hazard Characterization: The single-line dia-
gram of the 118 test-case study considering four different
seismic zones is depicted in Fig. 6. Each seismic zone is char-
acterized based on the specific geological properties, e.g., the
properties of soil and sediments that the seismic waves pass
through, the potential intensity of geological faults, faults shape,
and mechanisms, etc. Motivated by [36], the specific AR used
in this article is described as follows:

ln(PGA) = C1 + C2

(
MW + 0.38

1.06

)
+ C3 ln (R) (48)

whereMW is the moment magnitude scale andR is the epicenter
distance of an HILP earthquake hazard. The coefficients defined

in (48) for each seismic zone segmented in Fig. 6 are detailed in
Table II.

3) Seismic Vulnerability Assessment of Power Generation
Facilities: In order to assess the postquake vulnerability and
accessibility of each power generating unit, the proposed MCS
is employed to generate at least 100 000 earthquake scenarios
at each defined seismic zone. The proposed MCS procedure
(see Fig. 4) is followed and, consequently, the PGA value
at the location of power generating units across the network
is quantified through the applied AR model. The number of
acceptable scenarios depends on the prescribed boundaries for
epicenter and earthquake magnitude parameters in the MCS
engine. We here assume that the maximum epicenter distance
value for power generating units located in Zone 1, Zone 2,
Zone 3, and Zone 4 are 250, 200, 100, and 300 km, respectively.
Likewise, the boundaries on the earthquake magnitude in all
scenarios are set between 4.5 and 7.5 surface magnitude [36].
Eventually, the MCS engine generates a unique database of
earthquake scenarios at each seismic zone. Fig. 7 demonstrates
the evaluated PGA at the location of the largest generating
unit in each seismic zone. According to Fig. 5 and (3)–(7),
different probability damage states for 19 power generating
units across the test case are evaluated, with the corresponding
probabilities tabulated in Table III. Without loss of generality,
we assume that the PGA for each power generating unit at
each zone is the mean PGA value of all 100 000 earthquake
scenarios.
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TABLE III
PROBABILITY OF DIFFERENT DAMAGE STATES FOR ALL GENERATING UNITS IN TEST CASE 1

Fig. 8. Illustration of the probability of three functional modes for system generating units in different zones of Test Case 1 following the HILP earthquake
hazard: (a) Zone 1; (b) Zone 2; (c) Zone 3; and (d) Zone 4.

According to Table I, the postquake accessibility of power
generating units in none and slight damage states is 100%, in
moderate damage state is 50%, and in extensive and complete
damage states is 0%. The postquake accessibility of each power
generating unit is demonstrated as a probability function in
Fig. 8, which can be set differently depending on the zonal
geological characteristics. The power generating units located
in Zone 3 are found to be the most vulnerable when fac-
ing an HILP earthquake since the probability of derated and
nonfunctional (total failure) states for generating units in this
zone are higher than that for other generating units across the

network. Additionally, the most significant portion of the system
total power generation portfolio (i.e., 31.97%) is generated by
the three generating units located in Zone 3. Therefore, we
hereafter focus on Zone 3 to develop the mitigation strategies
when subjected to a seismic hazard. The approach is, however,
generic enough to be applied to other seismic zones in the
system.

4) Seismic Consequences and Risk Assessment: Considering
three different postquake functionalities (i.e., healthy, derated,
and fail) for each power generating unit in Zone 3 results in
a total number of 27 different scenarios with corresponding
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Fig. 9. VOLL for zonal load points in the studied 118-bus test network.

probabilities. Each scenario will migrate the grid into a new
operating state with different levels of power generation
adequacy and vulnerability. The risk factor per scenario of an
HILP earthquake in Zone 3 and the economic consequences
can be assessed through the proposed formulations (9) and
(10), respectively. The maintenance cost Ct

M,q is considered
1000 $/MWh generation outage. Similarly, the electricity price
χt
ω is assumed 109 $/MWh. The VOLL for different load points

are illustrated in Fig. 9, reflecting a mixed portfolio of load
types and categories of electricity customers (e.g., industrial,
commercial, residential, agricultural, etc.) at each load point.
Numerical results on the risk assessment in different scenarios
are tabulated in Table IV. As one can see in this table, there
are nine scenarios, out of the total 27, in which there is no load
outage recorded following the HILP earthquake.

5) Seismic Mitigation Solution Through CTC Strategies: Ac-
cording to the presented results in Table V, the system will
experience load outages following an HILP seismic hazard in 18
different scenarios. Therefore, there are two strategies that sys-
tem operators can employ to recover the load outages employing
the network existing infrastructure: 1) the traditional generation
redispatch solutions and 2) the proposed CTC strategies. The
proposed CTC optimization framework is simulated in all 18
scenarios and the results are tabulated in Table V. It can be
seen that by temporarily switching transmission lines out of
service and changing the network topology, the load outage
recovery percentage can be significantly increased compared

to the traditional redispatch-alone strategies. For instance, the
initial load outage caused by the g13 contingency is 805.2 MW,
of which only 340.549 MW (42.29% of the system total load
outage) can be recovered through the redispatch-alone strategy.
Nonetheless, transmission line 112 (connecting bus 65 to bus
68) can be switched OFFthrough which 605.906 MW (75.25 %)
of the system total load outage can be recovered. Additional
details corresponding to the load outage recovery in different
load points are provided in Table V, where the performance of
the two mitigation strategies can be compared. The comparison
results in scenario 11 are depicted in Fig. 10. Likewise, the
expected value of interruption costs across the system (i.e.,
considering all 99 load points) over all scenarios with load
outages are demonstrated in Fig. 11.

The system-wide risk improvement in two different cases, of
following: 1) the redispatch-only practices and 2) CTC strate-
gies, are evaluated associated with different scenarios and the
results are illustrated in Fig. 12. The system operation risk in the
face of a seismic HILP hazard is generally improved considering
the redispatch or CTC mitigation strategies. One may, however,
see that comparing to the redispatch-alone practice, the CTC
strategies appeared to be more effective in terms of load outage
recovery and system-wide risk mitigation. The computation run
time of the proposed CTC strategy for different switching line
options is tabulated in Table VI. From this table, one can see
that the more switchable transmission lines found, the higher
computation run time will be.
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TABLE IV
RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT POWER GENERATION SCENARIOS IN ZONE 3 SUBJECTED TO A MULTITUDE OF SEISMIC CONDITIONS IN TEST CASE 1

TABLE V
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE REDISPATCH-ALONE VERSUS THE PROPOSED CTC MITIGATION STRATEGIES ON SYSTEM-WIDE LOAD OUTAGE RECOVERY

IN TEST CASE 1

6) Sensitivity Analyses on the Number of Switchable Lines:
The proposed analytics are generic enough to accommodate a
predefined number of switching actions (γ) to be selected in
the form of a sequence. In order to demonstrate the application,
we resimulated the proposed CTC solutions in some random
scenarios to account for a maximum of three TLS actions (note:

switching more number of transmission lines out of service in the
face of extreme HILP events when the power grid experiences an
emergency operating condition is highly unlikely as it may lead
to system operating conditions where the required operational
robustness is compromised). The numerical results are tabulated
in Table VII. The three optimal topology control solutions
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Fig. 10. Illustration of the system-wide load outage following the g13 contingency in Test Case 1.

Fig. 11. Expected value of interruption cost across the network in Test Case 1 across all studied scenarios.

Fig. 12. Risk factor improvement comparison against an HILP seismic hazard in Test Case 1—traditional generation redispatch strategy versus the proposed
CTC mitigation solutions.

include a one-line, a two-line, as well as, a three-line switching
actions all accompanied by a 10-min generation redispatch at
each level. With the changes that the proposed CTC strategy
impose to the power flows across the grid, a significant load
outage recovery can be achieved, which results in an enhanced
power system resilience following an HILP seismic event. In
some scenarios, e.g., scenarios 7, 12, 14, 16, and 17, changing
the number of switching lines does not change the benefit (the

TABLE VI
COMPUTATION TIME REQUIRED FOR DIFFERENT SWITCHING

SCENARIOS IN TEST CASE 1
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TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE REDISPATCH-ALONE VERSUS THE PROPOSED CTC STRATEGIES WITH DIFFERENT SWITCHING

LINE ACTIONS ON SYSTEM-WIDE LOAD OUTAGE RECOVERY IN TEST CASE 1

TABLE VIII
PROBABILITY OF DIFFERENT DAMAGE STATES FOR THE TWO MOST

VULNERABLE GENERATING UNITS IN TEST CASE 2

amount of load outage recovery) and the optimization engine
is not able to find any feasible solution because the network
topology is at the best optimal configuration and additional
benefits cannot be realized. In addition, the benefit obtained
by the optimization engine is attributed to both the switching
action and the 10-min generation redispatch. Thus, the power
system operators are provided with several recovery solutions
and can make a final decision on which solution to implement at
the end.

B. Test Case 2: IEEE 57-Bus Test System

1) Test System Description and Seismic Hazard Characteri-
zation: The proposed framework is applied to the IEEE 57-bus
test system which contains 57 buses (substations), 80 transmis-
sion lines, and seven conventional generation units [52]. Here,
without loss of generality, we assume that the most vulnerable
seismic zone segment includes the generation units G1 and G2
which are connected to bus 8 and bus 9, respectively.

2) Seismic Vulnerability Assessment of Power Generation
Facilities: The MCS technique is employed to generate 100 000
probable earthquake scenarios, and consequently, the PGA at
the location of generation units is calculated using the proposed
attenuation relationship in (48). The probability of different
damage states for the two generation units is tabulated in Ta-
ble VIII.

3) Seismic Consequences and Risk Assessment: Considering
three different postquake functionalities (i.e., healthy, derated,
and fail) for the aforementioned generating units results in a
total number of nine different scenarios with the corresponding
probabilities. Numerical risk factors in different scenarios are
tabulated in Table IX.

4) Seismic Mitigation Solution Through CTC Strategies:
The proposed CTC optimization framework is simulated in all
scenarios in which there is load outage following the HILP
earthquake and numerical results are tabulated in Table X. It can

be seen that the proposed CTC strategies can help increase the
load outage recovery more efficiently compared to the traditional
redispatch-alone solution. For instance, the initial load outage
caused by G1 and G2 contingency is 410 MW, of which only
100 MW (24.39%) can be recovered through the redispatch alone
strategy. However, transmission line 69 (connecting bus 53 to
bus 54) can be switched OFFthrough which 132 MW (32.20%)
of the system total load outage can be recovered.

C. Discussions

1) Implementation Time: For each CTC strategy or a selected
sequence of switching actions, the computation time would
be the number of switches in the sequence multiplied by the
allowable generation redispatch time plus the actual time taken
by the utilities for implementing one TLS action. We consider in
our article that the generation dispatch must be attainable (i.e.,
considering each generators ramping rate) by ramping up/down
the generators at most in τ minutes (in this article, τ is set to
10 min). In our article, we assumed that the line switches are
instantaneous. That is, a two-line TLS sequence needs 20 min
to be implemented in practice. However, it actually depends on
the utility practices (various possible redispatch times between
the switching actions within a given sequence) and the imple-
mentation procedures followed in different utilities.

2) N-k Reliability Criterion: Regarding the N-k contin-
gency check after switching actions, some recent litera-
ture suggests that the system should be able to meet the
N − 1 criterion after switching implementations [12], i.e.,
even the CTC suggests some transmission lines to be of-
fline (thereby realizing a network topology change), the sys-
tem is able to withstand any additional failure of single
elements. Future research is needed to efficiently incorporate
the N − 1 criterion into the proposed CTC methodology.

3) Practical Considerations: In addition, the operation of
circuit breakers (CBs) for frequent switching implementation
is not cheap. System CBs might need emergency maintenance
after several switching actions which may cause some additional
costs. In this article, we neglect marginal costs for switching a
CB since the true marginal costs of switching a CB is difficult
to quantify. In addition, the cost of switching a CB is negligible
compared to the gained economic benefits by minimizing the
customer outages in the case of contingencies when the pro-
posed CTC strategy is implemented. If the proposed method is
going to be realized in day-to-day operations, the impact of CB
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TABLE IX
RISK ASSESSMENT RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT POWER GENERATION SCENARIOS IN TEST CASE 2 SUBJECTED TO A MULTITUDE OF SEISMIC CONDITIONS

TABLE X
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON OF THE REDISPATCH-ALONE STRATEGY VERSUS THE PROPOSED CTC STRATEGIES IN TEST CASE 2

maintenance and degradation over time due to an increase in
switching frequency should be considered in the cost functions.

IV. CONCLUSION

This article proposed a comprehensive analytical architecture
to model, characterize, and mitigate the HILP hazards in general
and earthquakes in particular. The proposed framework first
characterized the seismic hazards, then suggested a novel model
to quantitatively assess the vulnerability of power generation
facilities in the face of severe earthquakes, and eventually
presented the corrective topology control mitigation strategies
for improved resilience. In the first stage, MCS technique was
utilized to generate a realistically large set of possible earthquake
scenarios taking into account the stochastic nature of seismic
events. According to the seismic source specification, ground
motion magnitude, fault mechanism, distance from the seismic
source, the direction of seismic wave propagation, and the
properties of the soils and sediment that the seismic waves pass
through, an analytical attenuation relationship was employed to
characterize the seismic hazard via the peak ground acceleration
at the site of the case studies. In the second stage, an effective ap-
plication of fragility curves was pursued to assess the vulnerabil-
ity of power generation facilities in facing the earthquake hazards
and estimate the postquake accessibility of power generating
units. Finally, in the third stage, a risk-based mitigation support
tool based on corrective topology control actions was suggested
to maximize the load outage recovery following seismic events.
The efficiency of the proposed mitigation strategies was verified
as compared to the traditional generation redispatch mitigation
solutions. Harnessing the network built-in flexibility through
the existing network infrastructure with minimum additional
costs, it was concluded that the CTC strategies could add another
layer of agile control, response, and recovery, offering significant
advantages in boosting the system operational resilience.
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